




MEMORANDUM — City of Pasadena 
Police Department 

September 13, 2022 

TO: File 

FROM: Art Chute, Acting Deputy Chief 
Administrative Services Division 

RE: Administrative Use of Force Review #2022-019 
Pasadena Police Department Case #2000-8867 

Subject Employee(s): Edwin Dumaguindin #1928, Police Officer 

The Pasadena Police Department examines all allegations and applications of all categorical use 
of force' cases by employees of the Pasadena Police Department, whether the incident involves a 
sworn police officer or a civilian employee. 

Process Overview  

Police Department Manual (Lexipol) Policy 302 describes the process for reviewing uses of force. 

First, the Administrative Services Section is responsible to ensure that a thorough investigation of 
the incident is conducted with particular emphasis on the following areas: 

• Compliance with Department policies and procedures 
• Identification and management of liability exposure created by the incident in a manner 

consistent with the best interest of the City, Department, and involved personnel 
• Identification of risk management and training issues that are exposed from such an 

incident 
• Identification and examination of supervision and protocol 
• Identification and examination of tactics, equipment, and reasonableness of the force 
• Completion of a thorough Staff presentation of the administrative use of force 

Next, the Use of Force Review Board reviews the investigation and conducts an administrative 
review and inquiry into the circumstances of an incident. Before making findings, board members 
may request a further investigation or supplemental reports. The Chief of Police determines 
whether the Board should delay its review until the conclusion of any criminal proceedings, 
including but not limited to the completion of the criminal investigation, review by any 

Lexipol 300.5.2(a), Page 89 — Any incident where an employee's use of force involves a firearm, baton or impact 
weapon, carotid control hold, dog bite, less-lethal weaponry, strikes, including but not limited to: hand, foot, elbow 
knee. 
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prosecutorial authority, filing of criminal charges, the decision not to file criminal charges, or any 
other actions. 

Once its review is complete, the Review Board provides recommendations to the Chief of Police 
regarding the following: 

• Reasonableness of force 
• Compliance with Department policies and procedures 
• Findings and recommendations regarding incident supervision and training considerations 

The Chief of Police evaluates the Review Board's recommendations and determines whether the 
employee's actions complied with policies and procedures and whether any additional actions, 
investigations, or reviews are appropriate. 

Review Board Panel 

On September 9, 2022, following the submission of the Administrative Investigation, the 
Administrative Use of Force Review Board convened for a presentation regarding the August 15, 
2020, officer-involved shooting involving Officer Edwin Dumaguindin. The panel consisted of: 
Interim Chief Jason Clawson, Acting Deputy Chief Art Chute, Commander William Grisafe —
Special Operations Division, Acting Commander Javier Aguilar — Criminal Investigations 
Division, Acting Commander Marcia Taglioretti — Patrol Division, Executive Administrator Karen 
Peterson — Strategic Services Division, and Sergeant Doug Hamblin — Patrol and Firearms 
Training Team. Also observing the presentation were Richard Rosenthal, the City of Pasadena 
Independent Police Auditor and Michael Gennaco and Teresa Magula from the OIR Group.2  Mr. 
Rosenthal, Mr. Gennaco, and Ms. Magula were present for the entirety of the presentation and 
were provided with all the investigative material related to the Administrative Investigation. 
However, they were only observers of the administrative review and were not active participants 
in the discussion and will offer their independent analysis of the review process and findings. 

Sergeant Christopher Kirby3  of the Police Department's Professional Standards Unit, who 
conducted the Administrative Investigation, presented his findings to the review panel according 
to PPD policies and procedures. His presentation incorporated an in-depth analysis incorporating 
Body-Worn Camera videos (BWC), Mobile Audio Video (MAV), radio traffic, officer and witness 
statements, the crime report, physical evidence, documentation generated by the Department's 
Criminal Investigation Division, Los Angeles County Department of Medical Examiner-Coroner 
report, Pasadena's policies and procedures, and the Los Angeles County Attorney's Office Justice 
System Integrity Division's analysis and legal opinion of the Anthony McClain shooting. 

Summary of Incident 

On Saturday, August 15, 2020, Officers Edwin Dumaguindin and Ryan Mulrooney were partners 
assigned to Patrol Division — Patrol Team 6. The investigations revealed that Officers Mulrooney 
and Dumaguindin, who routinely worked together as partners, were providing extra patrol service 

OIR Group is responsible for Independent Police Oversight and Review (www.oirgroup.com) 
3  Sergeant Kirby was not a witness to this case or on scene the evening of the shooting 
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at La Pintoresca Park due to then recent complaints of gang activity, drinking and drug use, and 
illegal gambling. The two officers had recently confiscated three handguns during traffic stops in 
the surrounding area. Further, the patrol watch commanders were hiring off-duty police officers 
to work overtime to patrol La Pintoresca Park due to the recent increase in criminal activity. 
Moreover, between January 1, 2020, and August 15, 2020, the date of this incident, the department 
had recorded 29 shootings and seized more than 200 firearms citywide. At approximately 7:51 
p.m., they were traveling north on Raymond Avenue in a marked patrol unit, Officer Mulrooney 
was the driver, and Officer Dumaguindin was the passenger. As the patrol unit approached Howard 
Street, Officer Mulrooney observed a vehicle with no front license plate turn south on Raymond 
Avenue from Howard Street, passing the officers in the opposite direction. In response to his 
observation of the Vehicle Code violation, Officer Mulrooney made a U-turn to conduct a traffic 
stop for the violation. 

As Officer Mulrooney completed the U-turn and drove south to stop the vehicle, the driver, 
preemptively pulled the car over before Officer Mulrooney activated the 

overhead lights on the patrol unit. stopped along the west curb of Raymond Avenue, 
north of La Pintoresca Park. Officer Mulrooney pulled the patrol car behind vehicle 
and activated his lights to conduct a traffic stop. Officer Mulrooney contacted and 
Officer Dumaguindin made contact with the passenger, Anthony McClain. 

Officer Mulrooney spoke with and explained that he pulled over for having no 
front license plate. said the license plate was inside the car, and when Mulrooney asked 
for his driver's license, said his driver's license was suspended. Officer Dumaguindin 
then asked McClain if he had a driver's license so they could release the car to McClain. McClain 
responded by saying, "I don't have my I.D. on me." At that point, Officer Mulrooney asked 

to turn off the vehicle and step out of the car so they could talk on the sidewalk. Officer 
Mulrooney walked with to the sidewalk and obtained permission to search 
him for weapons. Officer Mulrooney conducted a pat-down search of and did not locate 
any weapons. Meanwhile, Officer Dumaguindin stayed with McClain, who remained seated in 
the right front passenger seat of the vehicle. 

Officer Mulrooney engaged in conversation, and told Mulrooney that he had 
just picked up McClain. As was explaining to Mulrooney where he had picked up 
McClain, Officer Dumaguindin opened the right front passenger door and directed McClain to 
step out of the vehicle. As McClain stepped out of the car, McClain placed both hands toward the 
front of his waistband. Officer Dumaguindin reached out to control McClain, but McClain ran 
away. 

McClain ran between the rear of car and the front of the patrol car, headed in an easterly 
direction with his hands still to the front of his waistband. Officer Dumaguindin gave chase and 
removed his service weapon as he ran between the two vehicles pursuing McClain. As McClain 
ran away, both of McClain's arms became visible to Dumaguindin, and Dumaguindin could see 
that McClain held a gun in his left hand. 

As McClain continued to run away, he looked back over his right shoulder towards Dumaguindin. 
In doing so, he brought his left hand, in which he held the gun, rightward across the front of his 
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body. Dumaguindin yelled, "drop it" and "stop right there," and then fired two shots from his 
service weapon at McClain. One bullet grazed McClain' s left shoulder, and the other struck his 
lateral right back.4  McClain continued to run east and then south once he reached the east sidewalk 
of Raymond Ave. Officer Dumaguindin continued to chase McClain southbound on Raymond 
Ave. 

Officer Mulrooney left his position with and began running after McClain and behind 
Dumaguindin when he first ran away. After Dumaguindin fired his weapon at McClain, Officer 
Mulrooney radioed to police dispatch, "3A22, shots fired! Shots fired! Code-three back! My 
partner's in pursuit." Officer Mulrooney also radioed to a description of the suspect stating, 
"Black male, he's armed with a firearm. White shirt, black shorts." 

Officer Mulrooney stopped following Dumaguindin shortly after the shooting and redirected his 
attention back to Officer Mulrooney ordered to the ground. asked 
Officer Mulrooney why Mulrooney ordered him to lie on the ground, and Officer Mulrooney 
stated, "Well, your buddy [McClain] just pulled a gun out on my partner." 

Meanwhile, Officer Dumaguindin continued to pursue McClain southbound on Raymond Ave., 
who was now running between cars parked along the east curb line. During the foot pursuit, 
McClain threw his gun across Raymond Ave. and continued running.5  

McClain eventually stopped running and laid down along the parkway along Raymond Ave. just 
north of Washington Blvd. At that point, Officer Dumaguindin reached McClain and kept his 
service weapon pointed at McClain. 

Officer Sereno, who was patrolling nearby, responded to the call for help. He arrived on the scene 
shortly after and began administering first aid to McClain. Officer Dumaguindin told McClain that 
an ambulance was on the way. Officers Dumaguindin and Sereno did not locate a gun on McClain 
or in the immediate area where he was lying. When asked, McClain denied having a handgun. 
Officer Dumaguindin, who did not see McClain throw his handgun, believed McClain must have 
discarded the handgun at some point during the foot pursuit. 

The Police Department requested assistance from the Pasadena Fire Department (PFD) at 7:54 
p.m. Paramedics arrived at 8:00 p.m. PFD transported McClain to Huntington Memorial Hospital 
in Pasadena at 8:02 p.m.6  Doctor Amal Obaid-Schmid pronounced Anthony McClain deceased at 
9:46 p.m. 

4  These gunshot wounds were identified by the County of Los Angeles Coroner's Autopsy Report (2020-07448) 
5  This conclusion is supported by substantial evidence, including surveillance video, officers' BWC, DNA evidence, 
and the recorded statement by a witness. 
6  These times are approximations and were taken from the Pasadena Police Department CAD Incident History 
#13A0069957. 
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Review of Incident 

Two investigations were conducted into the incident. One was a criminal investigation.7  The other 
was the administrative investigation that Sgt. Kirby conducted. The Review Board took both 
investigations, and the evidence they collected, into consideration. The Review Board examined 
select portions of the video evidence, police reports, forensic evidence, and the District Attorney's 
report documenting the recovery and collection of the gun that McClain possessed. 

Officer Dumaguindin's Statements 

Officer Dumaguindin told investigators that McClain seemed nervous but not suspicious while 
Mulrooney was checking for weapons. Dumaguindin told McClain that once his partner 
checked he would remove McClain from the vehicle and pat him down for weapons. 
Dumaguindin told investigators he proceeded to open the passenger's door and asked McClain to 
exit the car. As McClain exited, Dumaguindin told him to face the vehicle. 

Officer Dumaguindin told investigators that McClain exited the vehicle, reached for his waistband, 
and began to run. McClain's actions were in violation of California Penal Code 148(a)(1)8. 
McClain ran behind car, into the street, and looked back at Dumaguindin. Dumaguindin 
believed McClain to be a "threat" to him and others based on the location of McClain's hands at 
his waistband as he ran away, and that McClain wasn't running in a natural motion by pumping 
his arms. Therefore, Dumaguindin drew his weapon and began chasing McClain on foot with his 
duty weapon removed from his holster. 

Officer Dumaguindin told investigators that, as they began running in the street, Dumaguindin saw 
McClain holding a black gun in his left hand. Dumaguindin said McClain was holding the handgun 
with a "master grip" as if he was preparing to fire it, a violation Penal Code (P.C.) 25400(a)(2)(3) 
for possession of a concealed firearm.9  Officer Dumaguindin said, "Drop it," and shouted, "Stop 
right there!" Officer Dumaguindin explained that as he was running, McClain looked over his 
shoulder at Dumaguindin and simultaneously brought the gun across his body. Officer 
Dumaguindin believed that McClain was looking to acquire him as a target and McClain was going 
to shoot over his right shoulder at Dumaguindin. 

Dumaguindin believed McClain was about to fire "over his shoulder" at him because when 
McClain looked back toward him, Dumaguindin could no longer see McClain's left hand, which 
was now across his (McClain's) chest. Dumaguindin said, "He [McClain] has a gun, I can see the 

'Officer Dumaguindin and Officer Mulrooney chose to give criminal investigators voluntary statements regarding 
their involvement in this incident. The District Attorney's Office reviewed the criminal investigation and elected not 
to file any criminal charges. The District Attorney's Officer determined that there was insufficient evidence to 
prove beyond a reasonable doubt that Dumaguindin's decision to use deadly force was not reasonable. A more 
thorough description of the District Attorney's review follows below. 

P.C. 148(a)(1) Every person who willfully resists, delays, or obstructs any public officer, peace officer, in the 
discharge or attempts to discharge any duty of his or her office or employment. 
9  P.C. 25400(a) A person is guilty of carrying a firearm when the person does any of the following: (2) Carries 
concealed on his person any pistol, revolver, or other firearm capable of being concealed on his person; (3) Causes 
to be carried concealed within any vehicle in which the person is an occupant and pistol, revolver, or other firearm 
capable of begin concealed upon his person 
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gun, now he's looking for his target, he's looking for me to engage me." As a result, Dumaguindin 
said he "feared for his life." 

Fearing for his life due to McClain's actions, Officer Dumaguindin discharged two rounds from 
his service weapon toward McClain. McClain immediately looked forward and continued to run 
away from Dumaguindin. Dumaguindin told investigators he did not fire additional rounds 
because, "At that moment, even though [McClain] still had a gun, I don't feel I was being actively 
targeted." 

Officer Dumaguindin told investigators he saw that at least one round hit McClain. Dumaguindin 
continued to chase McClain southbound on Raymond Ave. During the foot pursuit, Dumaguindin 
realized that something fell out of his pocket,1°  and he looked down to see what he had dropped. 
Dumaguindin said when he looked up, he no longer saw the handgun in McClain's hand. 

Officer Dumaguindin told investigators he continued chasing McClain and caught up to him when 
McClain fell to the ground near the east curb of Raymond Ave. and McClain laid on his back. 
Dumaguindin did not know where McClain's handgun was, so he told McClain to roll over onto 
his stomach. Dumaguindin looked around for the handgun as he continued to hold McClain at 
gunpoint." Dumaguindin told McClain an ambulance was on the way and asked him where the 
gun was. McClain did not respond initially. 

Officer Mulrooney's Statements 

Officer Mulrooney told investigators that he and Officer Dumaguindin were providing extra 
service to La Pintoresca Park due to recent gang activity in the area. In addition, Mulrooney said 
that he and Dumaguindin had recovered three firearms within a quarter-mile radius of where they 
conducted the traffic stop the week preceding the incident. 

Officer Mulrooney said after conducting the traffic stop for no front license plate, he had  
exit the vehicle because of his suspended driver's license. exited the car, and Mulrooney 
walked him over to the west sidewalk of Raymond Ave., where he patted him down for weapons 
after receiving permission. 

Officer Mulrooney told investigators that Dumaguindin stayed with the car keeping McClain 
inside until he was finished patting down following their standard procedures. 
Mulrooney said that once he finished with Dumaguindin removed McClain from the 
car. Mulrooney heard a brief struggle that directed his attention to Dumaguindin and McClain. 
Mulrooney said he saw McClain grab at his waistband and run between the rear of car 
and their police car. 

Officer Mulrooney told investigators Dumaguindin chased McClain, and he briefly followed. He 
said Dumaguindin was in front of him, and McClain was in front of Dumaguindin. Mulrooney said 
as McClain was running, Mulrooney saw what appeared to be a handgun in McClain's left hand. 

I° It was a hobble restraint device, which is explained further on page 9 of this report. 
" At this time, Officer Dumaguindin activated his Body Worn Camera capturing the previous 30 seconds of the foot 
pursuit. 
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Officer Mulrooney then heard two gunshots as Dumaguindin continued to chase McClain 
southbound on Raymond Ave. 

Officer Mulrooney told investigators he requested backup and returned to the traffic stop to detain 
Once back with Mulrooney said he ordered to the ground and waited 

for additional police officers. 

Statements 

Pasadena detectives interviewed and gathered the following information. said 
that on August 15, 2020, he was driving south on Fair Oaks Ave. when he received a phone call 
from McClain. McClain said just drove past him and asked if he would give 
him a ride to Raymond Ave. and Howard Street. 

said he picked up McClain, who had a "weird look in his eyes," and his vibe was off. He 
said McClain engaged in two phone calls after he picked him up. He said McClain's tone was 
nervous, and McClain lied to both parties during his conversations, stating he was in two different 
cities. 

said he knew the police would pull him over after seeing the police car make a U-turn, 
so he pulled to the curb. said after pulling over, McClain said, "You should just keep 
going, just go, just go," encouraging him to evade the police. When said he would not 
try to get away, McClain replied, "Oh fuck, fuck, fuck." 

told investigators that during the traffic stop, he said to Officer Mulrooney that he did 
not have a license, was on parole, and only had his identification. After Mulrooney removed him 
from the car and searched him, Officer Dumaguindin removed McClain from the passenger seat, 
and he (McClain) ran. said McClain looked at him and said, "Man, bro." and had a look 
on his face as if he was about to do something. 

told investigators as McClain exited the vehicle, McClain was fixing and picking up his 
pants. said he heard Officer Dumaguindin shout, "Stop, stop," and fire two gunshots at 
McClain. said he did not see a gun in McClain's hand or see him turn around as he ran. 

Witness Statements 

The investigation revealed officers who responded to the scene interviewed several witnesses in 
the area after the shooting. The following statements were included in the Pasadena police report 
generated on the evening of the shooting. 

Witness #1 said she heard the sound of two gunshots and someone running, and the police 
arrived.12  

12  Pasadena Police Officer M. Del Castillo supplemental report. 
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Witness #2 said she saw a police car on Raymond Ave. The driver got out of his vehicle and the 
police officer patted him down. Then she saw the passenger get out of the car, run south in the 
middle of the street, and the police officer shot twice.13  

Witness #3 said she was out in her front yard when she saw the police unit stop the suspects' 
vehicle. Witness #3 saw one black male wearing a blue tank top and another black male wearing 
a white shirt. Witness #3 said she heard someone yell, "Put the gun down," and then she heard two 
gunshots. She said she walked away.14  

Witness #4 said she heard 2-3 gunshots. She saw a police officer running south on Raymond Ave., 
where she heard the shots fired. She did not witness the shooting but heard someone say, "Get 
down," once. Witness #1 said she saw an officer attempt to make his way toward the shots but 
returned North on Raymond Ave.' 

Witness #5 heard approximately two shots and looked out her front window. She saw a male of 
unknown race, wearing a white t-shirt, black backpack, and black pants running south on Raymond 
Ave., chasing another subject. She said the male in the white shirt had a gun in his hand — unknown 
which hand. The witness and her husband dropped to the floor, stood up about 10 seconds later, 
and saw officers on the scene.16  

Witness #6 heard approximately two shots. He saw a dark-complected male with short hair, 
possibly African American, wearing a white t-shirt running south on Raymond Ave. and a police 
officer chasing him. Witness #3 said the male and the police officer were running in a diagonal 
line southbound from the middle of Raymond Ave. towards the east parkway. Witness #3 said he 
and his wife dropped to the ground, and approximately 10 seconds later, officers arrived on the 
scene.17 

The investigation revealed that on August 16, 2020, at approximately 1:40 a.m., following the 
officer-involved shooting of McClain, Officer Woolford, and Lieutenant Gordon responded to the 
front of the Police Department and spoke to Witness #7.18  Witness #7 was there to pick up her 
boyfriend's car keys. During the incident, witness #7 was sitting in her parked against 
the east curb of Raymond Avenue, when Dumaguindin and McClain ran past her car.19  

Lieutenant Gordon asked the witness what information they had about the incident earlier in the 
evening. The witness stated, "He threw his shit over my vehicle." Gordon asked for clarification 
as to what was thrown, to which witness #7 replied, "He threw his gun over my vehicle." Gordon 
again asked the witness as to who threw the gun. She replied, "All I know is he was running with 
blood. I was sitting in my car, I was the first car, I was watching my movie, and I heard gunshots. 
But I know better than to put my head up, and he ran by my window and blood. He was already 

13  Pasadena Police Officer M. Del Castillo supplemental report. 
14  Pasadena Police Officer M. Del Castillo supplemental report. 
15  Pasadena Police Officer J. Bledsoe supplemental report. 
16  Pasadena Police Officer J. Bledsoe supplemental report. 
17  Pasadena Police Officer J. Bledsoe supplemental report. 
18  Pasadena Police Department Officer Woolford supplemental report. 
19  This vehicle was captured in the video obtained from the Teen Center located on Raymond Ave. north of La 
Pintoresca Park. 
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shot by the time he ran past my window." Gordon asked her if he said "Blood," and the witness 
said, "No. All I saw was blood. He has a white shirt, so." The witness recanted her statement, said 
I didn't see him throw anything, and said, "I was told that; I seen it after the fact." 

The administrative investigation revealed Officer Sereno arrived on the scene at approximately 
7:54 p.m. after the shooting to assist Officer Dumaguindin and help McClain. Initially, Sereno 
asked Officer Dumaguindin where the gun was, and Dumaguindin said, "He tossed it up there." 
Then, as Sereno helped McClain, he asked McClain where the gun was, and McClain responded 
by saying he didn't have one. Sereno then assisted Officer Dumaguindin with handcuffing 
McClain and providing first aid while waiting for the Pasadena Fire Department. 

Officers Dylan Alexander and Courtney Zilbert arrived on the scene and assisted Sereno with 
providing first aid to McClain. However, an emotional crowd began to form around the officers 
and McClain, so Officer Alexander reassigned himself to crowd control as Officers Sereno and 
Zilbert continued to apply first aid treatment to McClain. Officer Zilbert applied pressure to 
McClain's chest wound, and Sereno continued applying pressure to his back wound until they 
were relieved by Pasadena Fire Department Paramedics. Officer Sereno began applying first aid 
to McClain at 7:55 p.m. until he was relieved by Pasadena Fire Department paramedics at 7:58 
p.m. Pasadena Fire Department subsequently transported McClain to the hospital at 8:02 p.m. 

Recovery of McClain's Handgun 

Surveillance video from the La Pintoresca Teen Education Center provided critical information 
regarding the recovery of the gun Dumaguindin observed in McClain's possession. The LADA's 
review contains still images taken from the Teen Center's video that show sequentially in frames 
that the handgun was not in the street as McClain came into view. As McClain ran past a gray 
vehicle parked along the east side of Raymond Ave., the gun appeared in the video on the west 
side of Raymond Ave. The LADA's report also enhanced BWC images taken from several officers 
who responded to the scene of the traffic stop. As Sgt. Montiglio, Officer Duncan, Officer 
McFarland, and Officer Taylor ran south to assist Officer Dumaguindin; their BWCs captured the 
gun in the exact location of the Teen Center video. 

The LADA's report concluded that although Dumaguindin did not voluntarily provide his DNA, 
there is significant evidence to suggest he did not touch the gun. 

The administrative investigation additionally revealed that officers began searching for McClain's 
gun and evidence after the Fire Department transported McClain to the hospital. Initially, Officer 
Dumaguindin searched for the weapon, assisted by other officers who responded to the scene. 
Officer Dumaguindin's BWC video showed him searching for McClain's handgun and then 
picking something up from the ground. Officer Dumaguindin dropped his Hobble Restraint 
Device20  while pursuing McClain and returned to the area to pick it up. Assisting officers continued 
to search for the handgun. 

20  A Hobble Restraint Device is a device issued to every officer and is used to control the legs of a combative 
suspect who is in police custody. 
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The administrative investigation revealed that at approximately 8:05 p.m., Officer Duncan was 
walking in the area after the incident and found McClain's gun on the west side of Raymond 
Avenue. Shortly after, Officer Duncan was relieved by Officer Woolford. Officer Woolford stayed 
with the handgun until Pasadena Police Department Evidence Technician Jonathan Schmidt 
collected it. 

Also, Witness #7, who said she was sitting in her vehicle on the east side of Raymond Ave, saw 
McClain throw the gun over her car as he ran from Officer Dumaguindin.21  

PD Evidence Technician Schmidt collected DNA from the handgun, ammunition, and magazine. 
In addition, Officers Duncan and Mulrooney voluntarily provided DNA samples. The Los Angeles 
County's Scientific Bureau processed the DNA samples and determined McClain's DNA was 
found on the handgun, and Officers Duncan and Mulrooney's DNA were not. Additionally, officer 
Dumaguindin did not provide a DNA sample. 

The administrative investigation revealed that when Officer Duncan found the gun, his BWC was 
not activated. In his administrative interview, Officer Duncan explained why he turned off his 
camera. At the time of this incident, Officer Duncan was a member of the Pasadena Police Officers 
Association (PPOA) Board of Directors. As such, members of the PPOA notify the Board of 
Directors anytime there is an officer-involved shooting. Once Officer Duncan felt safe to do so, he 
sent a text message advising the Board of the shooting. Shortly after, Officer Duncan received a 
telephone call from the PPOA President, Sergeant Roger Roldan, and turned off his camera to keep 
the conversation private. 

Officer Duncan said he was walking northbound on Raymond Ave., talking to Sergeant Roldan on 
his cell phone about the incident. About 30 seconds after completing the call with Sergeant Roldan, 
Duncan looked down, saw the handgun along the west curb line of Raymond Ave. near the park, 
and reactivated his BWC. Duncan said after finding the gun, he called over Officer Woolford to 
standby the weapon so he could finish notifying the Board and check on Officer Dumaguindin. 

Los Angeles County District Attorney Review 

On March 31, 2022, the Justice System Integrity Division of the Los Angeles County District 
Attorney's Office released their report on their investigation of the Fatal Officer Involved Shooting 
of Anthony McClain (J.S.I.D. File #20-0313).22  The Review Board considered the report. 

The LADA's office wrote in their findings California law permits the use of deadly force in self-
defense or in the defense of others if the person claiming the right of self-defense or the defense of 
others actually and reasonably believed that he or others were in imminent danger of great bodily 
injury or death. Penal Code Section 197; People v. Randle (2005) 35 Cal.4th  987,994 (overruled 
on another ground in People v. Chun (2009) 45 Cal.4th  1172, 1201); People v. Humphrey (1996) 
13 Cal4th 1073, 1082; see also, CALCRIM No. 505.23  

21  Her statement is documented on page 8 of this report. 
22  Italicized text in the LADA Review portion of this report is taken directly from the LADA Report verbatim. 
23  The LADA's office identified and included in their report the following California Penal Code Sections related to 
Use of Force — P.C. 835a(c)(1)(A) & (B); P.C. 835a(e)(2); 835a(a)(4). 
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The LADA's office added that under the current use of force law, the reasonableness of an 
officer's  use of deadly force is analyzed using a reasonable officer standard, not the reasonable 
person standard previously applied and articulated in People v. Mehserle (2021) 206 Cate 
1125,1147. In evaluating whether a police officer's use of deadly force was reasonable in a 
specific situation, it is helpful to draw guidance from the objective standard of reasonableness 
adopted in civil actions alleging Fourth Amendment violations. "The 'reasonableness' of a 
particular use of force must be judged from the perspective of a reasonable officer on the scene, 
rather than with the 20/20 vision hindsight... The calculus of reasonableness must embody 
allowance for the fact that police officers are often forced to make split-second judgments — in 
circumstances that are tense, uncertain, and rapidly evolving — about the amount of force that is 
necessary in a particular situatzon." Graham v. Conner (1989) 490 U.S. 386, 396-397. 

The LADA's Office indicated that Dumaguindin was only justified in using deadly force if 
McClain had the ability, opportunity, and apparent intent to inflict serious bodily injury on him. 
The review, therefore, focused on whether McClain had a gun when Dumaguindin discharged his 
service weapon, cautioning that the act of fleeing from police alone does not justify the use of 
deadly force.24  The LADA's Office determined that the evidence in the case, witness statements, 
Mobile Audio Video (MAV) within the police car, surveillance video, officers' BWC, DNA 
evidence, and Dumaguindin's actions and statements, "strongly supports the proposition that 
McClain was armed with a gun when Dumaguindin discharged his duty weapon." 

The investigators wrote that Dumaguindin armed himself based on McClain's actions of holding 
his waistband and running away. As McClain continued to run, his left arm came out from the area 
of his waistband, and he was now carrying a gun. McClain's movements after that indicated that 
he was looking back towards Dumaguindin while his left arm was coming across his chest; 
"movements required to turn and shoot at someone while running." 

"Given the tense, uncertain, and rapidly evolving circumstances, in addition to the minimal amount 
of time it would take for McClain to turn around to shoot over his shoulder, it was not unreasonable 
for Dumaguindin to fear that McClain was about to use deadly force." 

Dumaguindin fired two rounds from his duty weapon at McClain when he perceived the threat. 
However, Dumaguindin did not fire his gun until he saw McClain with the gun, raise the gun 
across the front of his body, and turn his head to look for him (Dumaguindin). After Dumaguindin 
fired the two rounds, McClain turned his head forward and ran away. At this point, Dumaguindin 
no longer felt a threat and ceased fire even though McClain still possessed the gun. The LADA's 
office wrote, "the sincerity of Dumaguindin's belief that he perceived McClain's arm and head 
movements as a deadly threat is supported by his actions during the incident." 

The DA's Office concluded, "there is insufficient evidence to prove beyond a reasonable doubt 
that Officer Dumaguindin did not act in lawful self-defense at the time he fired his weapon." 

24  Tennessee v. Garner (1985) 471 U.S. 1. 
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Applicable Laws and Policy 

The Review Board examined applicable laws pertaining to the traffic stop, removal of the driver 
( and passenger (McClain) from the vehicle, and pursuit of a fleeing subject. 

Officer Mulrooney observed a vehicle violating Vehicle Code (CVC) 5200(a).25  Officer 
Mulrooney learned the driver, was driving on a suspended license violating CVC 
14601.1(a).26  Because CVC 14601.1(a) is an arrestable misdemeanor, Officer Mulrooney had 
probable cause to remove from the vehicle and pat him down for weapons. Additionally, 
Officer Dumaguindin had the right to ask McClain to exit the car for his safety. 

The Review Board considered the following case law in its review of this case: 

• Watkins (2009) 170 Cal.App.4th 1403, 1408; Kodani (1999) 75 Cal.App.4th 471, 476: 

o A traffic stop is lawful based on reasonable suspicion that the motorist has violated 
the Vehicle Code or other laws. 

• Mimms (1977) 434 U.S. 106; Maxwell (1988) 206 Cal.App.3d 1004; Valencia (1993) 20 
Cal.App.4th 906, 918; Miranda (1993) 17 Cal.App.4th 917, 927: 

o The courts acknowledge the risks associated with traffic stops and have recognized 
an officer 's need to control the occupants' movements. In all cases, an officer has 
the right to order the driver to get out of the vehicle. An officer does not need any 
particular reason, such as danger or suspicion of a crime. This is because the 
courts believe that all traffic stops involve enough inherent risk to justify the 
minimal additional intrusion of ordering a validly detained driver to get out of the 
vehicle. 

• Wilson (1997) 519 U.S. 408, 414-415; Saunders (2006) 38 Ca1.4th 1129, 1134-
1135; Hoyos (2007) 41 Cal.4th 872, 892: 

o The same rule applies to passengers: an officer may order passengers out of the car 
pending completion of a traffic stop. "[T]he same weighty interest in officer safety 
is present regardless of whether the occupant of the stopped car is a driver or 
passenger." " [D]anger to an officer from a traffic stop is likely to be greater when 
there are passengers in addition to the driver in the stopped car. While there is not 
the same basis for ordering the passengers out of the car as there is for ordering 
the driver out, the additional intrusion on the passenger is minimal." 

is CVC 5200(a) When two license plates are issued by the department for use upon a vehicle, they shall be attached 
to the vehicle for which they were issued, one in the front and the other in the rear. 
26  CVC 14601.1(a) No person shall drive a motor vehicle when his or her driving privilege is suspended or revoked 
for any reason other than those listed in section 14601, 14601.2, or 14601.5, if the person so driving has knowledge 
of the suspension or revocation. 
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• Lomax (2010) 49 Ca1.4th 530, 564; Hernandez (2009) 46 Ca1.4th 501, 518: 

o Therefore, it is always  reasonable to order passengers out for the sake of your 
safety in every  traffic stop. 

• Wardlow (2000) 528 U.S. 119, 124; Britton (2001) 91 Cal.App.4th 1112, 1118-1119: 

o "Headlong flight--wherever it occurs--is the consummate act of evasion: it is not 
necessarily indicative of wrongdoing, but it is certainly suggestive of such." 

In addition, the Review Board reviewed the Pasadena Police Department Use of Force Policy 300, 
Foot Pursuit Policy 458, and the Body Worn Camera Policy 27  to ensure Officer Dumaguindin's 
actions were within policy. Below are excerpts from that policy: 

300.3 USE OF FORCE 

Officers shall use only that amount offorce that reasonably appears necessary given the facts 
and totality of the circumstances known to or perceived by the officer at the time of the event 
to accomplish a legitimate law enforcement purpose (Penal Code § 835a).28  

The reasonableness of force will be judged from the perspective of a reasonable officer on the 
scene at the time of the incident. Any evaluation of reasonableness must allow for the fact 
that officers are often forced to make split-second decisions about the amount of force that 
reasonably appears necessary in a particular situation, with limited information and in 
circumstances that are tense, uncertain, and rapidly evolving.29  

300.3.1 USE OF FORCE TO EFFECT AN ARREST 

Any peace officer may use objectively reasonable force to effect an arrest, to prevent escape, 
or to overcome resistance. A peace officer who makes or attempts to make an arrest need 
not retreat or desist from his/her efforts by reason of resistance or threatened resistance on 
the part of the person being arrested; nor shall an officer be deemed the aggressor or lose 
his/her right to self-defense by the use of reasonable force to effect the arrest, prevent escape, 
or to overcome resistance. Retreat does not mean tactical repositioning or other de-
escalation techniques. (Penal Code § 835a).3° 

300.3.2 FACTORS USED TO DETERMINE THE REASONABLENESS OF FORCE 

When determining whether to apply force and evaluating whether an officer has used 
reasonable force, a number of factors should be taken into consideration, as time and 
circumstances permit. These factors include but are not limited to: 

27  The Review Board examined the Use of Force Policy that was in effect at the time of this incident 
28  Lexipol 300 — Page 84, paragraph 1 
29  Lexipol 300 — Page 84. paragraph 2 
3°  Lexipol 300 — Page 84, paragraph 6 
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(a) The apparent immediacy and severity of the threat to officers and others (Penal Code § 
835a). 

(b) The conduct of the individual being confronted, as reasonably perceived by the officer at 
the time. 

(c) Officer/subject factors (age, size, relative strength, skill level, injuries sustained, level of 
exhaustion, or fatigue, the number of officers available vs. subjects). 

(d) The conduct of the involved officer (Penal Code § 835a). 

(e) The effects of drugs or alcohol. 

U) The individual's apparent mental state or capacity (Penal Code § 835a). 

(g) The individual's apparent ability to understand and comply with the officer's 
commands(Penal Code § 835a). 

(h) Proximity of weapons or dangerous improvised devices. 

(i) The degree to which the subject has been effectively restrained and his/her ability to 
resist despite being restrained. 

(j) The availability of other reasonable and feasible options and their possible effectiveness. 

(k) Seriousness of the suspected offense or reason for contact with the individual 

(1) Training and experience of the officer. 

(m) Potential for injury to officers, suspects, and others. 

(n) Whether the person appears to be resisting, attempting to evade arrest by flights, or is 
attacking the officer. 

(o) The risk and reasonably foreseeable consequences of escape. 

(p) The apparent need for immediate control of the subject or a prompt resolution of the 
situation 

(q) Whether the conduct of the individual being confronted no longer reasonably appears to 
pose an imminent threat to the officers or others. 

(r) Prior contacts with the subject or awareness of any propensity for violence. 

(s) Any other exigent circumstances. 
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300.4 DEADLY FORCE APPLICATIONS 

It is the intent of this policy that an officer use deadly force only when necessary in defense of 
human life. In determining whether deadly force is necessary, officers shall evaluate each 
situation in light of the particular circumstances of each case, and shall use other available 
resources and techniques if reasonably safe and feasible to an objectively reasonable officer. 
The use of deadly force is only justified in the following circumstances (Penal Code 835a): 

(a) An officer may use deadly force to protect him/herself or others from what he/she 
reasonably believes is an imminent threat of death or serious bodily injury to the 
officer or another person. 

(b) An officer may use deadly force to apprehend a fleeing person for any felony that 
threatened or resulted in death or serious injury, if the officer reasonably believes 
that the person will cause death or serious bodily injury to another unless 
immediately apprehended. 

(c) Where feasible, the officer shall, prior to the use of force, make reasonable efforts to 
identify themselves as a peace officer and to warn that deadly force may be used, 
unless the officer has objectively reasonable grounds to believe the person is aware 
of those facts.31  

An "imminent" threat of death or serious bodily injury exists when, based on the totality of 
the circumstances, a reasonable officer in the same situation would believe that a person has 
the present ability, opportunity, and apparent intent to immediately cause death or serious 
injury to the officer or another person. An officer's subjective fear of future harm alone is 
insufficient as an imminent threat. An imminent threat is one that from appearances is 
reasonably believed to require instant attention (Penal Code 835a). 32  

458.1.1 FOOT PURSUIT 

It is the policy of this department that officers, when deciding to initiate or continue a foot 
pursuit, continuously balance the objectives of apprehending the suspect with the risk and 
potential for injury to department members, the public or the suspect. Officers are expected 
to act reasonably, based on the totality of the suspect 

458.2 DECISION TO PURSUE 

Officers may be justified in initiating a foot pursuit of any individual the officer reasonably 
believes is about to engage in, in engaging in or has engaged in criminal activity. The decision 
to initiate or continue such a foot pursuit, however, must be continuously re-evaluated in 
light of the circumstances at the time. 

31  Lexipol 300 — Page 87, 88 
32 Lexipol 300 — Page 88, Paragraph 6 
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Mere flight by a person who is not suspected of criminal activity shall not serve as 
justification for engaging in an extended foot pursuit without the development or reasonable 
suspicion regarding the individual's involvement in criminal activity or being wanted by law 
enforcement 

450.6 ACTIVATION OF THE BODY WORN CAMERA 

This policy is not intended to describe every possible circumstance where the activation of 
the BWC is appropriate and or required. Not all situations will clearly start out necessitation 
documentation by the BWC nor will all recorded events have clear ending for when the BWC 
is no longer required. 

The BWC should be activated in: 

A. All enforcement and investigative contacts, including but not 
limited to: 

• Traffic stops 

Review of Department Training, Tactics, Equipment, Supervision & Community Outreach 

Training and Tactics 

The Review Board examined the training and tactics of Officer Dumaguindin, Officer Mulrooney, 
responding officers, and supervisors on the evening of the shooting. 

Officers Dumaguindin and Mulrooney's approach to the traffic stop, at times, compromised their 
officer safety. For example, after exiting their police car, they stopped before contacting the driver 
to ask him to roll down his heavily tinted rear window. Stopping during their approach to the car 
left them with no cover should they have needed it. 

Officer Mulrooney's BWC captured his pat-down search of Officer Mulrooney's search 
could have been more thorough as he did not search the small of back, a common place 
to conceal a weapon. Additionally, Mulrooney had legal cause to detain for a 
misdemeanor. Mulrooney could have handcuffed and seated him in the police car freeing 
Mulrooney up to assist Dumaguindin with the removal of McClain. 

Officer Dumaguindin also provided McClain distance as he exited the vehicle. Not controlling 
McClain provided McClain space to run away. McClain also had time to draw his weapon and 
shoot at the officers if he chose to do so. 

Sgt. Kirby conducted separate administrative interviews with Officers Dumaguindin and 
Mulrooney, who explained their approach to the traffic stop. Both said they often worked as 
partners and frequently debriefed their traffic stops and interactions with the public to make a note 
of ways to improve their officer safety. However, about a month before the incident, Deputy Chief 
Cheryl Moody (retired) sent out an email to all sworn personnel regarding the practice of "curbing" 
during traffic stops. In the email, she discussed the practices of (1) immediately asking people 
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during traffic and pedestrian stops if they are on probation or parole and (2) requiring people to sit 
on the curb. Deputy Chief Moody outlined steps to avoid each practice and ended her email by 
emphasizing the importance of treating people with dignity. Before this email, an email was 
distributed to sworn personnel requesting officers to work overtime at and around La Pintoresca 
Park due to large groups loitering and other illegal activity occurring at the park. 

In his interview, Officer Dumaguindin referenced both of these emails and said they were aware 
the park was a problem but felt the Deputy Chiefs email directed them to use tactics emphasizing 
dignity over safety. Officer Dumaguindin told investigators he had no prior contact with McClain, 
and he did not know anything about McClain's background. However, when asked if he knew 
about McClain's probation or parole status, Officer Dumaguindin again referenced the email by 
the Deputy Chief regarding asking such questions. 

The Review Board discussed these issues and determined that the Field Training Program needs 
consistency regarding removing subjects from vehicles and overall officer safety. Therefore, the 
FTO program should develop best practices for safely removing individuals from cars during 
traffic stops for consistency and the use of cover for safety. 

The Defensive Tactics Team can review pat-down searches during scheduled training days to 
standardize how officers conduct their searches to increase officer safety. 

The administrative investigation revealed that the canvassing of witnesses and evidence was 
thorough. However, officers did not separate all witnesses when getting their statements. In all 
police investigations, officers should collect independent statements from each witness to obtain 
impartial and complete statements. Additionally, officers should determine where witnesses were 
situated when they observed the incident. Doing so will lend to their statement's veracity and help 
investigators recreate the crime scene. 

The Review Board determined The FTO program can ensure training officers are teaching proper 
interview techniques. Additionally, patrol corporals can incorporate interview techniques in patrol 
briefing training. 

The Pasadena Police Department's Critical Performance Unit (CPU) is responsible for increasing 
the skillsets for police officers to gain cooperation and increase chances for de-escalation during 
field encounters. These training efforts incorporate immersive scenarios into department-wide 
defensive tactics and firearms training developing cognitive skills of all sworn personnel. These 
efforts are led by the department's Defensive Tactics Team and the Firearm Training Team. 

Since this incident, the Pasadena Police Department uses immersive training such as the Performa 
Training Application as a mandatory training aid for all sworn personnel. Performa is a self-paced 
course designed to improve officers' ability to observe, assess, and make appropriate real-time use 
of force decisions when required using real body-worn camera video. This tool consists of 
practical, simulation-based interactive training. Officers can complete the activity on their 
department-issued cell phones or a department desktop computer. 
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Continuing both of these training efforts (CPU and Performa) will enhance overall officer safety 
and de-escalation techniques. 

Equipment 

After the shooting and officers were taking McClain into custody, an emotionally charged crowd 
formed and began yelling and approaching officers, making it challenging to provide first aid to 
McClain. Officers on the scene removed Tasers and illuminated hostile and aggressive community 
members threatening to assault the officers. Rather than using the presence of a Taser to attempt 
to disburse a hostile crowd, a more practical option for officers would be to deploy pepper spray 
or pepper balls, if necessary, or establish a skirmish line of officers to disperse the crowd from the 
crime scene systematically. 

Additionally, arriving officers knew that a crowd, some of whom were hostile towards the officers, 
had formed and did not deploy their batons. Officers who thought to deploy a baton did not use 
the collapsible baton on their duty belt which can be deployed quickly and effectively in 
emergency situations. 

Some officers searched for riot batons — a riot baton is longer and non-collapsible and preferred in 
crowd control situations when time permits — in the rear of police cars. The riot baton is a better 
tool if it is pre-deployed, or you have time to find and deploy it. However, a collapsible baton is 
sufficient in crowd control emergencies and is more readily available to officers. 

Officers at the scene, or the first supervisor to arrive, should have established the crime scene 
perimeter sooner to prevent emergency vehicles and community members from entering or 
disturbing the crime scene. Additionally, the crime scene perimeter should have been established 
over a larger area to minimize community member access to the restricted area and maximize 
crime scene security. It is easier to reduce a crime scene perimeter than to increase it. 

The Review Board recognized officers turned their BWCs on and off throughout the incident for 
discussions with supervision or to take phone calls. As a result, the Department is looking into 
BWC options to mute the BWC audio while recording incidents, eliminating the need for officers 
to turn the camera off when discussing tactics with supervision or any other instance sound may 
not be required. Also, the Department is considering and is discussing increasing the BWC pre-
event buffering time, which is currently 30 seconds. Increasing the buffering time would have 
captured more, if not all, the interaction between Officer Dumaguindin and McClain. 

The Department is also selecting officers to attend the Axon Academy (Axon manufactures our 
BWC) to become Department-wide experts with the equipment. Additionally, the Department can 
require officers to attend Axon courses or receive remedial training from Department experts when 
and if they show deficiencies using the BWC. 

Supervision 

During this incident, four supervisors responded to the scene, but no supervisor designated 
themselves as the incident commander to provide command and control. The practice of the first 
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supervisor on the scene declaring themselves as the incident commander is standard and expected 
until relieved by a lieutenant. An incident commander could have directed responding resources 
to where they were needed most (crowd control, witness interviews, etc.) and established a larger 
crime scene. 

Additionally, the police command post was too close to the crime scene. Supervision at the location 
staged the command post in an open parking lot across the street from La Pintoresca Park, one 
block away from the shooting. Supervisors tend to want to be able to see the crime scene when 
establishing the command post, which is not the best practice. A secure location away from the 
incident is the best practice for staging, briefing, and deploying emergency and investigative 
resources. 

During this incident, the department requested and received assistance from our Mutual Aid police 
agencies to assist with crowd control, traffic management and to secure the crime scene. These 
resources responded to the command post. Unfortunately, there was little room for vehicle and 
personnel staging. At one point, the Command Post considered deploying our mutual aid resources 
to assist with crowd control, but a decision was made to minimize the involvement of neighboring 
police agencies to maximize accountability by using our own resources. 

The supervisor who initially responded to the incident did an excellent job of utilizing department 
technology — the Pasadena Iris App — to ascertain the Public Safety Questions33  from Officer 
Dumaguindin. 

The review board discussed the need for supervisor training in managing crime scenes and 
responding to officer-involved shootings. The Patrol Division Commander is responsible for 
developing a training curriculum to address these topics and ensure line-level supervision receives 
the class before the end of the 2022 calendar year. The department currently provides a line-level 
supervisory class annually. 

Community Outreach 

The Department's Community Services Section attempted to provide community outreach in the 
neighborhood and La Pintoresca park days after the incident. However, members of the community 
were upset. In addition, community members in the park and surrounding area expressed hostility 
towards the officers providing outreach. 

Finally, a memorial for McClain was established in the area of his death. The city removed the 
memorial, causing more friction in the relationship between the community, the city, and police. 
The Department attempted to work with local pastors to ease the tension. 

The department recognizes the need for further development of our Post Incident Management 
protocols when providing outreach to the community after controversial critical incidents to avoid 
similar outcomes described above. To include but not limited to neighborhood stakeholders, 

33 The Public Safety questions are a set of six questions a supervisor can ask an officer who is an involved in an 
officer involved shooting without violating the officer's Police Officer Procedural Bill of Rights. 
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clergy, non-profit organizations, and the department's Wellness Unit. The Special Operations 
Division commander and the wellness sergeant will lead this effort. 

Action Steps 

Acting Deputy Chief Chute is responsible for addressing the training concerns outlined in this 
review, ensuring the appropriate division, section, unit, and team implements the suggested 
changes to the department's training curriculum. 

The Review Board Findings 

At the conclusion of Sgt. Kirby's presentation, the Review Board members discussed the incident 
and gave their opinion regarding whether the use of force was in policy. Thereafter, Interim Chief 
Clawson also gave his perspective on the facts and circumstances leading to the use of force and 
his conclusion whether the use of force was in policy. 

Interim Chief Clawson concluded that McClain attempted to evade arrest by fleeing from the 
traffic stop; that McClain produced the handgun; that McClain maintained possession of a deadly 
weapon even after Officer Dumaguindin ordered him to drop it; that McClain brought the gun 
across his chest and looked back at Officer Dumaguindin, causing Dumaguindin to reasonably 
believe McClain was an immediate threat to his life; and, that Dumaguindin responded to the 
immediate threat by firing at McClain. Interim Chief Clawson concluded his remarks by reviewing 
the factors delineated in the Police Department's Use of Force policy, commonly referred to as the 
Graham factors.34  

Based on those factors, Interim Chief Clawson concluded, in agreement with the other members 
of the Review Board, that the use of force was objectively reasonable and within policy. 
Additionally, Chief Clawson concurred with the Review Board's findings regarding Officer 
Dumaguindin's failure to activate his BWC at the onset of the traffic stop and referred the incident 
to Administrative Services for an internal investigation. 

In sum, the Review Board determined that: 

• Officers Mulrooney and Dumaguindin were conducting extra service in the area of La 
Pintoresca Park due to recent complaints and gang activity. Their actions were informed 
by the fact that they had recently recovered three handguns during traffic stops in the same 
area within the weeks before this incident. 

• Officers Mulrooney and Dumaguindin properly conducted a traffic stop of and 
McClain. Officer Mulrooney observed vehicle without a front license plate, 
giving providing legal cause to conduct a traffic stop. Mulrooney contacted who 
admitted his driver's license was suspended, an arrestable offense. Mulrooney properly 
removed from the vehicle and stood by as Officer Dumaguindin asked McClain 

34  Graham v. Conner (1989) 490 U.S. 386. 
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to exit the passenger seat. McClain cooperated momentarily by getting out of the car but 
then chose to run away. 

• McClain failed to cooperate with Officer Dumaguindin's lawful orders during the traffic 
stop. Officer Dumaguindin told McClain that after Mulrooney finished searching  
he was going to take him McClain out and pat him down for weapons. McClain knew 
Officer Dumaguindin's intentions and did not disclose he had a handgun. Instead, when 
McClain exited the car, he ran away but also removed a gun from his waistband. Officer 
Dumaguindin did not fire his duty weapon at McClain upon seeing McClain pull the 
handgun from his waistband. 

• While Officer Dumaguindin was in foot pursuit of McClain, McClain pulled out the gun, 
looked back towards Dumaguindin, and brought the gun rightward across the front of his 
body. Dumaguindin reasonably perceived McClain's actions as an immediate deadly threat 
to himself and fired two rounds from his duty weapon. McClain turned his head back 
forward and continued to run away. 

• Officer Dumaguindin reassessed the situation, no longer perceived McClain as an 
immediate deadly threat, and did not fire any more rounds. Dumaguindin continued 
pursuing McClain until he stopped running and laid down on the parkway. 

• Based on the totality of the circumstances, Officer Dumaguindin used deadly force 
consistent with Department policy. 

• As noted in a separate analysis, the Review Board determined Officer Dumaguindin 
violated policy when he did not activate his body-worn camera until well into the incident 
and after the shooting. Therefore, the Review Board recommended referring the violation 
to Administrative Services for investigation. 

This concludes the Board's review of the Administrative Use of Force Review #2022-019 in 
connection with Pasadena Police Department Case #2000-8867. 

Jas A. Clawson, Interim Chief 
w....— 

Art Chute, Acting Deputy Chief 
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